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Effect of chiral interactions on the structure of Langmuir monolayers

E. Scalas,1 G. Brezesinski,2 V. M. Kaganer,2,* and H. Möhwald2

1Istituto Nazionale per la Fisica della Materia, Genova, Dipartimento di Fisica Universita` di Genova, 16146, Genova, Italy
2Max Planck Institut fu¨r Kolloid und Grenzfla¨chenforschung, 12489 Berlin, Germany

~Received 5 March 1998!

Structural changes in monolayers of the enantiomer and the racemic mixture of 1-hexadecyl-glycerol with
temperature and surface pressure variations are compared. On compression, both monolayers exhibit a varia-
tion of the tilt azimuth from the direction to the nearest neighbor to the next nearest neighbor. In the monolayer
of the racemate, this variation occurs as a first order transition. In the monolayer of the enantiomer, the unit cell
is oblique, and continuously passes from a state close to the low-pressure state of the racemate to a state close
to its high-pressure state. The azimuths of the unit-cell distortion and that of the tilt remain almost equal to
each other. The effect of chirality decreases when the temperature is increased. Structural changes are ex-
plained in detail within the framework of the Landau theory of phase transitions.@S1063-651X~98!03408-4#

PACS number~s!: 68.10.2m, 68.18.1p, 68.35.Rh, 64.70.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many organic molecules are chiral: they exist in tw
forms calledenantiomersor stereoisomerswhich cannot be
superimposed by rotations and translations in thr
dimensional space. The simplest origin of chirality is t
presence of a carbon atom with four nonequivalent gro
attached to it. One enantiomer type predominates in the
ing organisms; this fact inspired many speculations on
origin of life. The 50:50 mixture of enantiomers tends
form a uniform nonchiral mixture, called aracemic mixture
or racemate, because the mixing entropy is thus maxim
However, ifhomochiralinteractions dominate, the enthalp
contribution overcomes the effect of the mixing entrop
yielding enantiomer segregation. Conversely, preferredhet-
erochiral interactions imply the formation of a racemic com
pound@1#.

In a monolayer system with two nonequivalent interfac
~monolayer-water and monolayer-air!, only rotations about
the monolayer normal, reflections in the plane containing
normal and translations in the monolayer plane, are poss
symmetry operations. As a result, the monolayer system
chiral if its symmetry group does not contain a reflection
the plane containing the monolayer normal. An obliq
structure in the monolayer system is chiral, and can co
spond to either a monoclinic or triclinic bulk structure. I
vestigations of Langmuir monolayers of chiral surfacta
originated from speculations that, in nearly two dimensio
it could be easier to obtain enantiomer separation due bo
a lower entropic contribution induced by the reduced num
of accessible conformations and to an enhancement of c
interactions@2#. The differences in the domain shapes of
cemic and enantiomeric monolayers are commonly reve
by fluorescence microscopy~see Ref.@3# for a review!. How-
ever, the connection between the chirality of crystal sh
and molecular shape is still a puzzle@4#. A theoretical treat-
ment of the chiral segregation problem was given by And

*Permanent address: Institute of Crystallography, Russian A
emy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow, Russia.
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man and co-workers@1,5,6# who showed that, for some
model interactions between headgroups, heterochiral ra
than homochiral interactions are preferred.

Recent grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction studies
Langmuir monolayers of chiral compounds showed that
relation between chirality in structure and in domain sha
is also not straightforward. Rietzet al. @7# observed left- and
right-handed domains in the racemic mixture of
hexadecyloxy-butane-1,2-diol, whereas x-ray diffracti
study reveals a centered rectangular unit cell. In monolay
of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine, the chiral structu
is observed for both enantiomer and racemate@8#, even if the
racemate domains do not exhibit spiral arms@9#. On the
other hand, in 1-monopalmitoyl-glycerol, the structures
both the racemate and the pure enantiomer look nonch
within experimental accuracy@10#. Heterochiral interactions
prevail for most of the substances studied to date. As exc
tions, Nassoyet al. @11# observed, using x-ray diffraction
the same oblique lattice in both the racemic mixture and
enantiomer of myristoyl-alanine, indicating spontaneous c
ral segregation in the monolayer of the racemate. Weissb
et al. @12# observed separation of enantiomers in the mo
layers ofa-amino acid amphiphiles.

The chiral interactions are rather weak in comparison w
other interactions between amphiphilic molecules, since
chiral center is only a small part of the molecule. For e
ample, the chirality of phospholipids results in oblique u
cells quite close to the rectangular ones: the angleg differs
from 90° by only 2 –3°@8,13,14#. Stronger effects of chira
interactions can be expected close to the phase transit
where other interactions equilibrate each other. Such a s
ation is studied in the present paper: where the nonch
monolayer of the racemate experiences a jump of the
azimuth at the phase transition, the monolayer of an ena
omer reveals a continuous change of the tilt azimuth, t
showing a structure which strongly deviates from that of
racemate.

The substance studied in the present paper, 1-hexade
glycerol (C16H33-O-CH2-C* HOH-CH2OH) can be consid-
ered as a parent compound of phospholipids. This molec
has a glycerol headgroup with a chiral center~marked by a

d-
2172 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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star!, which is connected through an ether bond to a
carbon chain. Preliminary investigations showed the abse
of chiral segregation, despite the spiral shape of doma
observed in the racemic mixture by fluorescence microsc
@15,16#. In the present paper, we systematically study str
tural changes on the temperature–surface-pressure phas
gram for both the pure enantiomer and the racemate.
structural changes are described within the framework of
Landau theory of phase transitions in Langmuir monolaye
The initial formulation of the theory@17,18#, which treated
two different herringbone-ordered phases in the nonch
monolayer as two independent ways of ordering of
hexatic phase, is not sufficient to describe the continu
variations between these two phases revealed by the in
duction of the chiral interaction. An advanced version of t
theory, which considers subsequent ordering starting fr
the symmetry of the isotropic two-dimensional liquid, pr
vides an adequate description of all structural changes.

II. EXPERIMENT

The Langmuir monolayers of 1-hexadecyl-glycer
kindly synthesized by C. Tchierske at the Institute of O
ganic Chemistry of Halle University, Germany, were spre
from a 1-mM chloroform solution onto ultrapure water pu
fied by a Millipore desktop unit. The surface-pressure–a
isotherms were recorded with a Wilhelmy balance connec
to a controller~R&K, Germany!. The microscopic structure
of the monolayer was investigated as a function of tempe
ture and surface pressure at the liquid surface diffractom
on the undulator x-ray beam line BW1 at HASYLAB
DESY, Hamburg, Germany@19,20,8#. The synchrotron beam
was made monochromatic by a Be monochromator crys
and was deflected toward the sample and struck the air-w
interface at a grazing incidence angle which is 85% of
critical angleac.0.14° for total external reflection. The ra
diation diffracted by the interface was detected by a lin
position-sensitive detector~PSD! ~OED-100-M, Braun,
Garching, Germany! as a function of the vertical scatterin
angle. A Soller collimator was located before the PSD, p
viding the resolution for the horizontal scattering angle. T
intensities of the scattered radiation were corrected for po
ization, footprint area, and powder averaging~Lorentz fac-
tor!. Model peaks taken to be Lorentzian in the in-plane
rection and Gaussian in the out-of-plane direction were fit
to the corrected intensities.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The phase diagrams of both the racemic mixture and
enantiomer of 1-hexadecyl-glycerol are shown in Fig. 1~a!.
The lines of the liquid-expanded–condensed-phase trans
were obtained from surface-pressure–area isotherms@Fig.
1~b!#. At surface pressures of 15–25 mN/m, a first-ord
phase transition between a low-pressure phase possessi
toward the nearest neighbors~NN’s! and a higher-pressur
phase with the tilt toward next nearest neighbors~NNN’s!
was observed in the monolayer of the racemate using x
diffraction measurements, as described in detail below.
transition pressure increases as temperature increases
transition to an untilted (U) phase was visualized for th
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racemate using Brewster angle microscopy~BAM ! @21#. The
contrast decreases on increasing surface pressure due t
reduction of the tilt angle. A sudden vanishing of the contr
indicates the transition to the phase with upright chains
further pressure increase leads to the appearance of b
spots of collapsed material indicating that the transition pr
sure is close to the collapse region of the monolayer. The
fore, it was not possible to measure the transition to
upright chain orientation directly by grazing incidence x-r
diffraction ~GIXD!. In an earlier work@21# we showed that
1/cosu, whereu is the tilt angle, is a linear function of the
surface pressure and its extrapolation to zero tilt allows
estimation of the transition pressure to an untilted (U) state.
The transition pressures determined by BAM are in go
agreement with the extrapolated GIXD values.

Figure 2 ~left column! presents the contour plots of th
x-ray scattered intensity atT55 °C for the racemic mixture.
At surface pressures below the transition pressure~15 mN/m!
two peaks are observed, one in the water plane (Qz50) and
the other one out of the water plane. This means that
molecules are tilted toward NN’s. At pressures above
transition both peaks are at nonzero values ofQz , satisfying
the relationQzd52Qzn , where the subscript n denotes th
nondegenerate and the subscript d the twice more inte
twofold-degenerate peak. This diffraction pattern is char
teristic of NNN tilted molecules. At the transition pressure
superposition of the peaks is observed due to phase coe
ence at the first-order phase transition. The monolayer of
pure enantiomer~right column of Fig. 2! does not exhibit
such a phase transition. Three peaks are observed, indic
that the chains are tilted in an intermediate direction betw
NN’s and NNN’s: the unit cell is oblique. Only far from th
racemate transition pressure is the effect of chirality s
pressed, and two of the three peaks merge.

From peak positions, one can determine the tilt angleu
and the tilt azimuthb, as well as unit-cell distortion magni
tudej and azimuthv @18#. Distortion is defined in terms o
the ellipse passing through the six neighbors of a given m
ecule: its magnitude is related to the ratio of the main axe
the ellipse, and the distortion azimuth coincides with that
the long axis. The tilt and distortion azimuths are plotted
Fig. 3 versus surface pressure for both the racemate and
enantiomer at the three investigated temperatures. For

FIG. 1. ~a! Phase diagram of Langmuir monolayers of racem
1-hexadecyl-glycerol~filled symbols! with the phases: liquid ex-
panded~LE!, centered rectangular with tilt towards the neare
neighbor~NN!, towards the next-nearest neighbor~NNN!, and un-
tilted ~U!. Open triangles denote the transition from liquid expand
to condensed phase in the monolayer of the pure enantiomer;~b! the
surface pressure–area isotherms of Langmuir monolayers of
enantiomer.
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2174 PRE 58SCALAS, BREZESINSKI, KAGANER, AND MÖHWALD
racemic monolayer, both azimuths point in the NN directi
(b5v50°) in the low-pressure phase and in the NNN
rection (b5v530°) in the high-pressure phase. At the tra
sition pressures there are jumps from NN’s to NNN’s typic
of first-order transitions. In contrast, the pure enantiomer
hibits a continuous change of both azimuths from a direct
close to NN’s at low pressures to one close to NNN’s
pressures well above the transition pressure of the racem
The two azimuths remain almost equal to each otherb
.v) in the whole pressure range. One can state that
monolayer of the enantiomer experiences the same struc
changes between the low- and high-pressure states a
racemate monolayer, but these changes occur continuo
From Fig. 3, one can see that the temperature increase t
to suppress the influence of chirality in the monolayer:
azimuth curves of the enantiomer monolayer become ste
as temperature increases.

By definition, the distortionj is nonnegative, and ha
equal values both for a unit cell stretched and shrunk in
tilt direction. It is convenient to introduce the signed disto
tion @18#

d5j cos 2~b2v!, ~1!

which is positive when the unit cell is stretched in the
direction ~the azimuths of the tilt and of the distortion coin
cide,b5v) and negative when the unit cell is shrunk in th
direction ~the azimuths of the tilt and of the distortion a
perpendicular to each other,b5v1p/2). The Landau
theory presented in Sec. IV treats the unit-cell distortion a
secondary effect induced by the molecular tilt and by
ordering of the hydrocarbon-chain backbones. The distor
caused by the tilt of the molecules is proportional toh2

FIG. 2. Corrected x-ray intensities as functions of in-pla
(Qxy) and out-of-plane (Qz) components of the scattering vect
for racemic ~left! and enantiomeric~right! monolayers of 1-
hexadecyl-glycerol at 5 °C.
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5sin2u. Then, plotting the signed distortiond versush2, one
expects to have a straight line. The unit-cell distortion
plotted on Fig. 4 as a function ofh2 for both the racemate
and the pure enantiomer for all the temperatures investiga
At each temperature, the values ofd for monolayers of both

FIG. 3. Azimuths of both tilt and unit cell distortion in a chira
monolayer of 1-hexadecyl-glycerol and in the racemic mixture
its left- and right-hand enantiomers.

FIG. 4. The unit cell distortions versus sin2u at different tem-
peratures for racemic and enantiomeric monolayers.
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the racemate and the enantiomer lie on the same straight
Note that the bulk crystalline structures of a racemate and
enantiomer of one and the same substance can be quite
ferent. In the monolayer mesophases, chirality is a we
albeit symmetry breaking, effect.

The unit-cell distortion extrapolated to zero tilt,j05ud0u,
is related to the degree of herringbone order of the molec
backbones, and decreases with increasing temperature. I
der to follow changes in the backbone order with tempe
ture, the structure of the racemate monolayer was determ
along an isobar atP530.5 mN/m. The corresponding va
ues of the distortion were used to determine the t
independent contribution to the distortiond05d2a(T)h2.
The slopea(T) required for this determination was interp
lated from the values determined along the isotherms a
20, and 33 °C. The extrapolated distortionj0 ~Fig. 5! lin-
early decreases as the temperature is increased. As disc
in Sec. IV, this behavior ofj0 supports the treatment o
distortion as a secondary effect caused by the backbone
dering. The distortionj0 reaches zero at the highest tempe
tures which could be measured, probably indicating that
backbones become orientationally disordered at that t
perature~‘‘free-rotator’’ state!. One can expect thatj0 will
remain zero upon further increase of the temperature, wh
was not possible to measure experimentally.

The x-ray diffraction studies of Langmuir monolayers
different nonchiral substances commonly show differen
in the widths of the diffraction peaks, with the narrowe
peak ~and hence the longest positional correlations! corre-
sponding to the diffraction vector normal to the tilt directio
This behavior was treated@17,18# as a translational order in
one direction with a herringbone-type order parameter. I
interesting to check if the direction of long correlations r
mains normal to the tilt direction in the oblique structures
the chiral monolayers. Having three diffraction peaks of d
ferent widths measured for the chiral monolayer of the en
tiomer, we can estimate the range of positional correlati
in an arbitrary direction. The correlation lengthsL are pre-
sented in Fig. 6 by plotting segments of lengthL in the
direction of the diffraction vectorsQ. Then ellipses passing
through six points~due to three peaks of the oblique stru
ture, with Q and2Q vectors plotted separately! are drawn.
The correlation lengths are defined by the Scherrer form
L50.932p/FWHM, where FWHM is the full width at half
maximum of the corresponding diffraction peak deconvolv

FIG. 5. The distortions extrapolated to zero tilt from the is
therms ~open symbols! and the isobar atP530.5 mN/m ~filled
symbols! of the racemic monolayer.
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with the instrumental resolution. Higher-order diffractio
peaks are not observed, and we are not able to check co
tency and accuracy of this construction. At temperatures o
and 20 °C, the aspect ratios of the ellipses vary from 2 to
and their long axes remain approximately perpendicular
the tilt direction~shown by the arrows in Fig. 6!. At 33 °C,
stronger deviations of the tilt azimuth are observed, and
aspect ratios are smaller. A decrease of the anisotrop
positional correlations with the increasing temperatu
which is expected due to a decrease of the herringbone o
follows from Fig. 6, but the effect is not pronounced.

IV. THEORY

The x-ray diffraction data presented in Sec. III show th
the nonchiral monolayer of the racemic mixture experien
a discontinuous change of the tilt azimuth from NN’s
NNN’s on increasing surface pressure, while the chi
monolayer of the enantiomer continuously passes from
oblique lattice with the tilt azimuth close to NN’s to on
close to NNN’s. This behavior can be described by a sim
phenomenological free energy expansion containing the
azimuthb with respect to the hexatic azimuthg ~i.e., to the
mean orientation to the neighbors!:

F5g cos 6~b2g!1g8sin 6~b2g!. ~2!

In the nonchiral monolayer, only the first term exists (g8
50) due to reflection symmetry, which requires the free e
ergy to be constant under transformation of the azimuthb
→2b,g→2g. Assuming that the coefficientg changes
sign at some surface pressureP0(T), one finds the transition
from the NN-tilted phase (b5g) at surface pressuresP
,P0 (g,0) to the NNN-tilted phase (b5g1p/6) at sur-

FIG. 6. Correlation lengths in the enantiomeric monolayer
termined from the full widths at half maximum of three diffractio
peaks of the oblique lattice. The arrows show the tilt azimuth.
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face pressuresP.P0 (g.0). A more detailed analysis
@22,17# involves the next-higher-order term cos 12(b2g).
Depending on the sign of the coefficient of this term, eith
the first-order transition atg50 ~as observed in the mono
layer of the racemate; see Sec. III! or two second-order tran
sitions with the intermediate tilt azimuth in between are
alized.

In chiral monolayers, minimization of the free energy~2!
with respect to azimuths gives cot 6(b2g)5g/g8. Close to
P0, the coefficientg is proportional toP02P, whereasg8
can be assumed constant. As the surface pressure i
creased, the differenceb2g between the tilt and the hexati
azimuths varies from 0 top/6, i.e., from the state close to th
NN tilt to that close to the NNN tilt, in agreement with th
experimental results. The chiral monolayer undergoes
same tilt-azimuth rotation as the nonchiral one, but, in t
case, the rotation is continuous.

The simple phenomenology of Eq.~2! does not relate the
transition it describes to other structural changes in
monolayer. To reveal such a relationship, we turn to the
der parameters and free energy expansions introduce
Refs. @17,18# from the symmetry point of view. The trans
tion observed in the racemic mixture of 1-hexadecyl-glyce
with the change of the tilt azimuth from NN to NNN is
direct analog of theL2h2L28 transition in fatty acids@18#.
The phasesL2h andL28 were treated@17# as two independen
ways of ordering the backbones from the initial hexa
phase. However, in the presence of chiral interactions,
jump of the tilt azimuth is replaced by a continuous chan
from one backbone-ordered phase to the other one. He
the initial formulation of the Landau theory for phase tran
tions in Langmuir monolayers is not sufficient. In the pres
section, the Landau theory is extended to explain the dif
ent backbone-ordered phases by a common origin an
provide a natural interpretation for a continuous transit
between them. Here we only discuss those aspects of
theory which are essential to describe the effect of ch
interactions. A detailed analysis of the other consequen
will be given elsewhere.

The theory of Refs.@17,18# considered the tilt and back
bone ordering occurring in the hexatic phase. The Lan
free energy expansions were assumed to be invariant
respect to the symmetry of the hexatic phase. Let us n
instead consider the isotropic two-dimensional liquid as
most symmetric phase. Its ordering involves not only the
and backbone ordering, as before, but also the hexatic or
ing. Change of the azimuth of one of the order parame
with respect to the other can take place discontinuously~in
the nonchiral monolayers! or continuously ~in the chiral
monolayers!, a fact which explains the experimental obse
vations.

The tilt order is described@17,18# by the two-componen
order parameter (h,b), whereh5sinu is the magnitude (u
being the tilt angle!, and b is the azimuth of the tilt. The
vector n5(nx ,ny) with the Cartesian componentsnx
5h cosb,ny5h sinb is the projection of the unit vector di
rected along the long axis of the molecule onto the plane
the monolayer. Analogously, the hexatic order is descri
by the two-component order parameter (h,g), whereh is the
strength of the hexatic order andg is the azimuth of the
hexatic axis. The hexatic order parameter enters the free
r
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ergy expansions only in combinationshx5h cos 6g and hy

5h sin 6g, as a sixfold rotation (g→g1p/3) does not
change the hexatic order. Then the coupling between the
and the hexatic order in a nonchiral monolayer is given
the free energy termFhh52Dhh6cos 6(b2g), whereD is
a constant. This term describes the transition between N
and NNN-tilted phases of the molecules with orientationa
disordered backbones (L2d-Ov transition for fatty acids!:
whenD.0, the minimum of the free energy is obtained f
NN tilt ( b5g), whereasD,0 gives rise to the NNN tilt
azimuth (b5g1p/6). The corresponding sine term is a
sent in a nonchiral monolayer due to reflection symme
Violation of reflection symmetry in chiral monolayers give
rise to the additional termFhh8 5D8hh6sin 6(b2g) with the
constantD8 which is expected to be small in compariso
with D due to the weakness of chiral interactions. Thus
termsFhh andFhh8 provide the tilt contribution to Eq.~2!.

It was argued@17,18# that, in Langmuir monolayers, th
ordering of the molecular backbone planes can be descr
as a ‘‘weak crystallization’’ with the appearance of the wa
w cosk•r whose small amplitudew is the order parameter
The herringbone ordering of the backbones yields a g
symmetry in the direction of the wave vectork. Accordingly,
the order parameterw changes sign upon reflection in th
plane containing the wave vectork and the normal to the
monolayer plane. Then the free energy expansion does
contain a cubic term, which provides the possibility for
continuous phase transition with appearance of periodicit
only one direction in the monolayer plane. This type of ord
describes both splitting of the diffraction peaks~due to her-
ringbone ordering! and highly anisotropic positional correla
tions in the monolayer~as a result of periodicity in one di
rection!.

An alternative order parameter describing splitting of t
diffraction peaks is distortion@23,24#. Distortion is certainly
a quantity which distinguishes between the states with
dered and disordered backbones, but an attempt to use
an order parameter in the Landau free energy expans
fails to correctly explain the tilt azimuths in the fatty-ac
monolayer phases@25#. Also, it does not explain the aniso
tropic positional correlations in the backbone-order
phases. It was argued@18# ~see also below! that the distortion
is a secondary effect at the transitions and consists of te
proportional to the squares of the primary order parame
w2 and h2. This means in particular that the distortion
expected to possess a linear dependence on the tempe
and surface pressure,j}Tc2T,Pc2P, as a consequence o
the standard exponents in the Landau theory for the prim
order parametersh}APc2P,w}ATc2T.

Denoting the azimuth of the wave vectork by d, the
coupling of the amplitudew of the herringbone ordering
wave with the tilt and the hexatic order parameters gives
to the free energy terms for the nonchiral monolayerFwh
5Jw2h2cos 2(b2d) andFwh52Hw2h cos 6(g2d). In chi-
ral monolayers, the corresponding sine terms with coe
cients J8 and H8 have to be added. Again,J8 and H8
are expected to be small in comparison toJ and H, as the
chirality effect is weak. The experimental data presen
above show that both NN- and NNN-tilted phases of t
racemate, as well as the oblique phase of the enantio
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possess long correlations in the direction orthogonal to
of the tilt. One can conclude therefore that the coefficienJ
in the termFwh is positive and large enough that the min
mum is atb2d5p/2. Then the contribution to the free en
ergy ~2! from the backbone ordering is due to the term
Fwh5Hw2h cos 6(b2g) and Fwh8 5H8w2h sin 6(b2g).
Generally speaking, contributions from the terms of the or
w2h4h andw4h2h have to be considered as well. Howeve
they do not alter the general qualitative conclusion. Along
isotherm, the herringbone order parameterw is constant,
whereas the tilt order parameterh increases upon decreasin
the surface pressure. The backbone order contribution to
coefficientg in Eq. ~2! is dominant at small tilt angles an
henceg.0 at large surface pressures, while the tilt con
bution is dominant at large tilt angles, giving rise tog,0 at
low surface pressures. Thus, change of the sign of the c
ficient g can be naturally explained as due to the interp
between the tilt and the backbone order.

Since the direction of the crystallization wave~or, in
terms of the experiment, direction of the longer position
correlations! remains perpendicular to the tilt direction, on
can treat structural transformations as change of the hex
azimuth with respect to other azimuthal types of ord
This change is continuous in the chiral monolayer and d
continuous in the nonchiral one. Such a treatment also
plains variations of the phase diagrams in the fatty-ac
alcohol mixtures@26#. The change of hexatic azimuth take
place along two segments of the fatty-acid phase diagr
L28-L2 andL2-Ov, and it is not surprising that, in the mix
ture, these segments merge and form a single transition
separating NN- and NNN-tilted regions.

The range of surface pressures where chiral interact
have an essential effect decreases with increasing temp
ture @cf. Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#. This fact can be explained by th
increase in rotational disorder of the backbones: when ne
boring molecules spin freely and independently about th
long axes, they become effectively achiral, and the influe
of chiral interactions is reduced. Thus chiral interactions
ist only if there is a correlation between the directions of
molecular short axes@27#. In terms of the free energy expan
sion ~2!, the backbone order contributionH8w2 dominates in
the coefficientg8 and, as the herringbone order parametew
decreases with increasing temperature, the azimuth varia
becomes steeper.

Distortion of the unit cell with respect to the hexagon
one can be described@18# by the two-component order pa
rameter (j,v) characterizing the value and the orientation
the distortion. In terms of the ellipse passing through the
neighbors of a given molecule,j is related to the ratio of the
main axes of the ellipse andv is the azimuth of the long
axis. As the azimuthsv and v1p are equivalent, the dis
tortion order parameter enters the free energy expans
only in the combinationsjx5j cos 2v and jy5j sin 2v.
Keeping in mind that the tilt direction is always perpendic
lar to that of the wave vector of the herringbone ord
b2d5p/2, one has the free energy expansion@18#

Fj5Cj21~Uw22Vh2!j cos 2~b2v!. ~3!

The first term is the elastic energy,C.0, and the second
describes the coupling of distortion with the primary ord
at
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parameters. Strictly speaking, for a chiral monolayer one
to add a sine term to the cosine term of Eq.~3!. However,
this additional contribution is small and, in contrast to E
~2!, it has no qualitative effect. When the tilt angle is lar
enough andVh2.Uw2, one has the minimum conditionb
5v, i.e. the azimuth of the distortion coincides with that
the tilt ~the unit cell is stretched in the tilt direction!. Azi-
muth coincidence is observed in the monolayer of
hexadecyl-glycerol in the whole investigated range of te
peratures and surface pressures~Fig. 3!. One can expect a
change of the distortion azimuth with respect to the tilt a
muth~i.e., shrinkage of the unit cell in the tilt direction! upon
decreasing tilt angle, when the conditionVh25Uw2 is ful-
filled. Such a change of the distortion azimuth is observed
fatty-acid monolayers@18,28# but is not obtained, in the
available range of the surface pressures, in the monolaye
1-hexadecyl-glycerol studied in the present paper.

Minimization of the free energy~3! as a function ofj
gives the distortionj5(2C)21(Vh22Uw2)cos 2(b2v). It
is convenient to use the signed distortiond, Eq. ~1!, by mul-
tiplying j in the last equation by cos 2(b2v). The term
cos 2(b2v) is equal to either11 or 21, depending on the
sign ofVh22Uw2, as follows from the minimization of Eq
~3! with respect to azimuths. One obtainsd5(Vh2

2Uw2)/2C. Hence the dependence of the signed distortiod
on h25sin2u is expected to be linear, and the intercept
h50 is the distortion due to the backbone order,d0(T)5
2(U/2C)w2. The distortion can be represented asd
5d0(T)1a(T)h2, where we have writtena(T)5V/2C. The
coefficienta can be estimated if one assumes that the u
cell in the cross section normal to the chains does not cha
as the tilt angle changes. Then, for coincident tilt and dist
tion azimuths, the spacing in the tilt direction increases
(cosu)21 while the spacing in the perpendicular direction
constant. The distortion in the water plane varies
(cosu)2121. For small tilt angles, this givesd5d0(T)
1h2/2. The experimental data yield a linear dependence od
on h2 along an isotherm~Fig. 4!, with slopes close to the
value 1

2 . However, a noticeable temperature dependence
the slopes is observed, showing that the unit cell in the s
tion normal to the chains varies~albeit slightly! along the
isotherms.

The distortionj0 due to backbone order is temperatu
dependent. Close to the temperatureTc of the transition from
the rotationally disordered phase to the herringbone-orde
phase, one can predict the temperature dependencw
}ATc2T, as the transition is expected to be continuous~a
second-order transition is allowed by the Landau theory,
the experiments do not show any discontinuity in the tilt
state of the monolayer!. Then one can expectj0}(Tc2T),
provided that the temperature dependence of the coeffici
C andU is weak enough. The observed temperature dep
dence of the distortion extrapolated to zero tiltj0 is close to
linear in the whole investigated temperature range~Fig. 5!,
thus confirming the prediction of the Landau theory and
interpretation of distortion as a secondary effect induced
tilt and backbone ordering. The experimental data of Fig
show that the investigated system possibly reaches
backbone-disordered phase (j050) at the highest tempera
tures available in the experiment.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We compared structural changes in the monolayers of
enantiomer and the racemic mixture of 1-hexadecyl-glyce
on compression, and found that both monolayers experie
variation from NN to NNN tilt. In the monolayer of the
racemate this variation takes place as a jump from NN
NNN tilt at the first-order transition. In the monolayer of th
enantiomer, the unit cell is oblique and continuously pas
from a state close to the low-pressure state of the racema
a state close to its high-pressure state. The azimuths o
unit cell distortion and that of the tilt remain almost equal
each other. The effect of chirality decreases when the t
perature increases. This observation is qualitatively
plained by an increase in rotational disorder of the ba
bones: when neighboring molecules spin freely a
independently about their long axes, they become effectiv
achiral, and the influence of chiral interactions is reduc
Thus chiral interactions exist only if there is a correlati
between the directions of the short axes of the molecule

An interpolation of the unit-cell distortions measure
along an isobar to zero tilt enabled us to estimate the
independent contribution to distortion. It turned out to
linearly temperature-dependent. At the backbone disorde
transition, this contribution vanishes. The experiments sh
that the system investigated possibly reaches the backb
disordered state at the highest available temperature. F
the analysis of the widths of the diffraction peaks we fou
that both in the racemate and in the enantiomer the direc
nd
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of the long correlations is orthogonal to the tilt-azimuth d
rection.

To explain the continuous variation of the azimuths in t
chiral monolayer, we developed a Landau theory based
the free energy expansions with respect to the isotropic t
dimensional liquid as the most symmetric phase. The
served transformations can be treated as change in orie
tion of the hexatic azimuth with respect to the azimuth of t
tilt and that of the weak-crystallization wave. The change
the azimuth is continuous in the chiral monolayer, and d
continuous in the nonchiral monolayer. Distortion of the u
cell is treated as a secondary effect caused by the prim
types of order, tilt and weak crystallization, and presume
quadratic dependence of the distortion on the primary or
parameters. Such a dependence was confirmed experi
tally both by the observed linear dependence of the distor
on the squared tilt angle and by the linear temperature
pendence of the distortion extrapolated to zero tilt.
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